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Sometimes you know the odds are
long, and success for the other side is
supposed to be a preordained walk-over
victory. When a client has been wronged,
however, you need to ignore the odds and
trust that rational minds will prevail.
Recently, we had the chance to represent
CleanTech Innovations, Inc. (CleanTech)
in an appeal to the United States Securi-
ties & Exchange Commission (SEC).
NASDAQ Stock Market, LLC (NAS-
DAQ) had delisted CleanTech’s securi-
ties for allegedly withholding
information during the listing process.
Despite the slim chance of success on
appeal, the client deserved to have
another arbiter judge what had happened
in the process of delisting. Cooler heads
prevailed in a remarkable SEC decision
overturning the delisting.

The SEC’s July 11 decision setting
aside NASDAQ’s decision to delist
CleanTech has been described as “land-
mark,” “highly unusual,” “rare” and per-
haps “a first.” The lawyers, the parties
and the press have struggled to no avail to
find another instance where an
Exchange’s decision to delist a company
had been set aside by the SEC. The relief
granted by the SEC was all the more
remarkable in that it was awarded to a
Chinese company listed on NASDAQ
through a reverse merger at a time when
such companies are being closely scruti-
nized and harshly criticized. For exam-
ple, during the appeal process, the SEC

approved a NASDAQ rule change impos-
ing additional requirements for compa-
nies seeking listing through a reverse
merger. Similarly, the NASDAQ decision
delisting CleanTech specifically referred
to CleanTech as a “Chinese reverse
merger” company as if CleanTech’s coun-
try of origin somehow defined it.

CleanTech, however, is not just a “Chi-
nese reverse merger” company. It is a
clean energy company that designs and
manufactures wind turbine towers and
other products that directly address the air
pollution and high energy consumption
issues in China. It applied for listing on
NASDAQ in July 2010. The heightened
scrutiny of Chinese reverse merger com-
panies quickly became apparent during
the listing process, which was overly rig-
orous and intrusive. NASDAQ insisted on
obtaining detailed information about vari-
ous financing transactions. Based upon a
newspaper article, NASDAQ extensively
probed CleanTech’s association with a
consultant connected to a company from
which CleanTech obtained financing.
CleanTech was entirely cooperative dur-
ing the process, including making
arrangements for NASDAQ to speak to
the consultant directly during a five-hour
interview.

This was apparently not satisfactory as
NASDAQ then made the extraordinary
demand that CleanTech waive its attor-
ney-client privilege and produce various
privileged email communications. Clean-
Tech, in order to obtain listing, waived the
attorney-client privilege for communica-
tions with its corporate counsel, its U.S.
legal and disclosure counsel and its listing
counsel. Ultimately, after a five-month
review process, NASDAQ was unable to
find any reason not to list CleanTech and,
on Dec. 10, 2010, approved CleanTech’s
application.
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ber, its president and two employees for
violations of various PHLX Rules. Clean-
Tech, seeking similar results, contacted
us in July 2011. At that time, though, the
appeal could not proceed because NAS-
DAQ had not yet deemed its delisting
decision a “final action.” In the first of
many procedural hurdles, CleanTech was
forced to wait to appeal until NASDAQ
eventually deemed its delisting decision
final in November.

CleanTech felt that, fundamentally, it
had been treated unfairly by NASDAQ.
CleanTech believed that NASDAQ had
violated three sacrosanct principles of
American jurisprudence: first, that a per-
son or company is entitled to due process
regardless of country of origin; second,
that the attorney-client privilege is to be
carefully guarded in light of its promo-
tion of broad public interests; and finally,
that a company or person accused of
wrongdoing is presumed innocent until
proven guilty and that this presumption
may not be overcome without substantial
evidence. CleanTech’s belief regarding
the unfairness of the process was rein-
forced when NASDAQ refused to pro-
vide CleanTech with a copy of the
paginated record that NASDAQ filed
with the SEC for purposes of CleanTech’s
appeal. The SEC also refused to provide a
copy of the record and instead directed us
to file an expedited FOIA request to
obtain the documents that constituted the
record. As a result, it was not until four
days before our initial brief was due that
we had a full copy of the record on
appeal.

Undeterred, we detailed what Clean-
Tech felt was the unfair and cynical
scrutiny that it had received in the delist-
ing process. CleanTech’s meticulous
compliance with NASDAQ’s onerous
requests was set forth in step-by-step
fashion for the SEC. CleanTech believed
that it had been singled out as a Chinese
reverse merger company, and the unfortu-
nate generalizations of the staff were laid
bare. We highlighted the highly unusual
demand to waive the attorney-client priv-
ilege. We outlined the application of a
different interpretation of rules in the
NASDAQ appeal process. Most impor-
tantly, we detailed CleanTech’s rigorous
adherence to the rules in place and its
complete candor during the listing and
appeal process. CleanTech had not inten-
tionally withheld information from NAS-
DAQ.

Shortly thereafter, CleanTech (in
accordance with the appropriate federal
regulations) disclosed financing from the
company previously challenged by NAS-
DAQ, which closed after NASDAQ’s
approval of CleanTech’s listing. NAS-
DAQ promptly delisted CleanTech,
claiming that CleanTech had intention-
ally withheld information from NAS-
DAQ staff. NASDAQ asserted that its
information and documents requests to
CleanTech implicitly required CleanTech
to continuously supplement its responses
despite the lack of any indication in NAS-
DAQ’s requests of such a requirement.
Thus, despite the fact that the financing at
issue had not been contemplated until
after CleanTech fully responded to NAS-
DAQ’s requests, NASDAQ asserted that
the failure to disclose information about
the financing constituted willful conceal-
ment during the listing process.

NASDAQ’s listing qualifications
panel reviewed and affirmed the delist-
ing. During that process, NASDAQ’s
staff made unflattering statements gener-
ally about Chinese reverse merger com-
panies and specifically about CleanTech.
Additionally, after NASDAQ’s listing
council, an appellate body of NASDAQ,
found it required development of the fac-
tual record before it could resolve the ini-
tial decision to delist, NASDAQ’s
general counsel intervened. In an ex parte
communication that CleanTech never
saw until it received the response to its
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
request, NASDAQ’s general counsel
asserted that a brief CleanTech filed with
the NASDAQ office of appeals was an ex
parte communication. This was a shock
as CleanTech had been explicitly told that
its brief was to be filed with the NAS-
DAQ office of appeals. Perhaps not sur-
prisingly, the listing council subsequently
affirmed the decision to delist.

CleanTech felt clearly wronged by the
actions of NASDAQ and began a search
of counsel with some level of success at
the SEC. CleanTech knew that Stradley
Ronon Stevens & Young, LLP (Stradley)
had successfully represented clients in
the appeal of an adverse disciplinary
decision imposed by NASDAQ OMX
PHLX, Inc. (PHLX). Husky Trading
LLC, Eugene O’Brien, Michael Inemer,
Stephen Floriendo, Exchange Act Rel.
60180, June 26, 2009. In the Husky mat-
ter, we successfully appealed the PHLX’s
disciplinary action against a PHLX mem-

Simultaneous with filing the appeal,
former U.S. Senator Arlen Specter partic-
ipated with New York counsel in filing a
lawsuit against NASDAQ asserting that
the decision to delist was based on racial
animus in violation of the equal protec-
tion clause of the U.S. Constitution. Sen-
ator Specter was passionate about the
issue and called NASDAQ’s delisting
decision “a terrible miscarriage of jus-
tice.” However, the Southern District of
New York dismissed CleanTech’s suit
with a decision that the issues were sub-
sumed within the SEC appeal. The fate of
CleanTech’s arguments were to be left to
the SEC to decide.

In light of NASDAQ’s broad discre-
tion, we all understood that it would be
difficult to overturn the NASDAQ deci-
sion. Predictably, NASDAQ’s first point
in its brief was that the SEC could not
substitute its discretion for NASDAQ’s.
NASDAQ also stressed that Chinese
reverse merger companies presented
unique and potentially excessive risks to
investors.

With briefing fully completed by
March 2012, an anxious wait for the deci-
sion began. A few months passed, then
many months, then a year. There was a
presidential election and significant
changes in the composition of the Com-
mission, including a new chair. At every
point we hoped a decision was imminent.
After waiting more than 16 months, it
seemed that the delay alone was a mes-
sage to CleanTech. It seemed that Clean-
Tech’s appeal would effectively be
dismissed simply by the passage of time.

Finally, on July 11, the decision of the
Commission was published. The SEC
concluded that CleanTech had not inten-
tionally withheld any information from
the staff of NASDAQ and NASDAQ’s
delisting was set aside. The decision was
a necessary victory for the company since
the original delisting had been devastat-
ing. The CEO of CleanTech viewed the
decision as an “historic SEC decision
[which] rights a great wrong that was
done to CleanTech and company
investors by NASDAQ.” The decision
was a welcome vindication of Clean-
Tech’s actions during the listing process
and thereafter. At the end of the day, long
odds are daunting but can be overcome
when a wrong must be righted. Clean-
Tech prevailed on appeal despite the
longest of odds.


